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Can-Am Competition - Page 6
SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

The Can-Am Police-Fire games were hosted in St. Cloud June 24 to July 1. The event is bi-annual and takes place at various locations across the country.

Recovery a priority at SCSU
John Russett
NEWS EDITOR

With the implementation of a new program this fall,
SCSU’s days of being known as a party school could be
numbered.
The SCSU Recovery Project will begin this fall and will
enlist no more than eight students. John Eggers, director of
Counseling and Psychological Services at SCSU, believes it
UQOP\JMLQNÅK]T\\WOM\M^MV\PI\UIVa\W[\IZ\\PMXZWgram.
Over time, however, Eggers feels this program has the
potential to grow to one of the largest of its kind in the
nation and there may come a time when there might be

LQNÅK]T\aUIVIOQVO\PMOZW_\P
“With the research we’ve done we feel there is really
good growth potential,” Eggers said.
Eggers said it is important to grow the program in
a responsible way and he isn’t interested in growing the
program quickly if the resources are not in place to sustain
such growth.
7^MZ\PMKW]Z[MWN \PMVM`\Å^MaMIZ[-OOMZ[[IQL
the program could grow large enough to include its own
licensed drug and alcohol counselor, a coordinator speKQÅK\W\PMZMKW^MZaXZWOZIUIVLXZWOZIUUQVOUWVMa
for certain activities for the students as well as to build an

;MMRecovery/ Page 3

67(0VFKRODUVKLSVIRFXVRQIXWXUH
Staff Report

SCSU students
wanting to pursue
careers in science,
technology, engineering and math
(STEM) may have
some extra help.
The National
Science Foundation (NSF) recently
awarded SCSU a
$600,000 grant to offer scholarships of up
to $9,100 per year for
these students.
The four-year
Scholarships in Science, Technology,
Engineering and
Math (S-STEM) program will begin this
fall, and will provide
30 two-year scholarships to academically
talented students who
VMMLPMTXÅVIVKQITTa
The U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics
says that 73 percent
of new STEM occupations through the
year 2020 will be in
computing, and with
135,000 of these jobs
\WÅTT\PMZM_QTTJM
only 40,000 graduI\M[\WÅTT\PMU
According to
information provided
on the SCSU website,
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8PQTQWVQ[WVMWN NW]ZÅVITQ[\[NWZ\PM<PWUI[-PZTQKP+Q^QKITTa-VOIOML.IK]T\a)_IZL

3KLOLRQßQDOLVWIRU
national award
Staff Report
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According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 73 percent of occupations through
the year 2020 will be in computing.
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Wild sign two top free agents Page 6
The Minnesota Wild
welcome Zach Parise
and Ryan Suter to
the state of hockey.

An SCSU professor will
have the opportunity to
present at the Association
of American Colleges and
Universities.
Stephen Philion is an
associate professor in the
sociology department and
received this honor by being
WVMWN NW]ZÅVITQ[\[NWZ\PM
Thomas Ehrlich Civically
Engaged Faculty Award.
The Thomas Ehrlich
Award is a national award
presented to a professor
who has demonstrated an
active interest in scholarship, advancing and
experimenting with student
learning and leadership, engaging in community-based
research and having an active role in the community.

A new ‘Snow White’

By directing The Faculty Research Group on
Immigrant Workers in Minnesota, Philion has his spot
by being an active member
in the SCSU community, as
well as the St. Cloud community. The group is active
in working with immigrants
to Minnesota and helping
them adjust to new surZW]VLQVO[I[_MTTI[ÅVLQVO
out why they chose this
state. The group also heads
the Global Goes Local conference which focuses on
many of the same aspects.
Philion is also a published author. “Workers’
Democracy in China’s
Transformation from State

;MMPhilion / Page 3

Page 5
‘Snow White and
the Huntsman’ is
good, but doesn’t
live up to its potential.
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HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

1 & 2 BEDROOMS
Starting at $485 per month
10 or 12 month leases
Free Heat & Basic Cable
Call for a tour!
320-654-8300

SPECIAL OFFER!
LIMITED TIME ONLY!
Single Rooms Starting
at $250/month
Call Lynette today
320-217-4115

FREE WI-FI & BASIC
CABLE!
4 Bedroom Apartment
Individual Leases just
$285/RM
Super Close to Campus!
Call Lynette 320-217-4115

1,2,3 &4 BD
AVAILABLE!
Free Heat, Water & Garbage
FREE Basic Cable!!!
On Busline!!!
Call today 320-654-8300

FREE INTERNET/
CABLE/HEAT!
3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
Call for specials
320-259-9673
www.ivyapartments.com

3 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS!
3 & 4 Beds
320-259-9673
www.ivyaparetments.com

The University Chronicle is looking for outgoing, motivated and
LMLQKI\MLXMWXTM\WÅTT^IKIVKQM[QV\PMIL^MZ\Q[QVOLMXIZ\UMV\
If interested please call Molly Willms
at 218-310-6032 or
email your resume to
editor@universitychronicle.net.

The University Chronicle is a
great place for students to gain
experience
before graduating.

News
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Philion

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

Students who wish to
apply for these scholarships
must be enrolled in information systems, computer science and computer
engineering majors to be
eligible.
Other than having
ÅVIVKQITVMMLIVLJMQVO
academically talented,
preference will be given to
applicants who are women,
students of color, American
Indians, transfer students
from community colleges,
IVLÅZ[\OMVMZI\QWVKWTTMOM
students.
Application requirements include a scholarship
application form, transcripts of all college work
for both undergraduate and
graduate applicants, three
recommendation letters
from previous professors
or school counselors, a
500-word essay describing
academic and career plans,
a completed Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA) and evidence of
ÅVIVKQITVMML
According to nsf.gov,
NSF is an independent
federal agency that was
created by congress in 1950
to “promote the progress
of science; to advance the
national health, prosperity,
and welfare; to secure the
national defense.”
The foundation has an
annual budget of around
$6.9 billion, and is “the
funding source of for approximately 20 percent
of all federally supported
basic research conducted by
America’s colleges and universities.” The website also
states that NSF is the major
source of federal backing
QVÅMTL[[]KPI[KWUX]\MZ
science, the social sciences,
and mathematics.
Applications will be accepted between Sept. 1 and
Oct. 1. More information
can be found on the SCSU
website at web.stcloudstate.
edu/SSTEM/.

Socialism” is about the
changes being made in China since the 1990s. Socialism in China was reduced
and some power was shifted
away from the Party toward
private enterprises.
What this book explains
is the reaction of state
workers as capitalism begins
to have a larger impact on
Chinese politics. The challenges that face them are the
loss of the promises made to
them by a socialist structure,
which is the “master of the
factory” role. They worry
about losing the right to a
job and social security.
“The Impact of Social
Movements in Taiwan’s
Democracy” was also
published in the Journal of
Current Chinese Affairs.
This article also discusses a
shift toward capitalism and
democracy. He explains how
key social movements in the
area have lead to political
change. Philion also draws
comparison between social
change and political change
in Western countries and the
same types of changes presently occurring in Taiwan.
Several other professors
were also considered for the
award along with Philion.
With him will be award-winner Andrew Furco, Univer[Q\aWN 5QVVM[W\I#ÅVITQ[\
Gary Welborn, Buffalo State
+WTTMOM#ÅVITQ[\/IJZQMT
Garcia, Stanford University
School of Medicine; and
ÅVITQ[\8M\MZ*WZ\WTW\\Q
Johnson & Wales University.
The award is given by
Campus Compact, a nonXZWÅ\*W[\WVJI[MLOZW]X
of more than 1,200 college
presidents. Campus Compact initially elected 200
professors from across the
nation to be eligible to for
this honor.
As a teacher, Philion is
concerned with presenting
his students with the correct
facts in the best fashion
he can. In “Is Race Really
Controversial in the University Class?”, published by
Philion in 2009, he questions whether the issue of
race in America is being
taught correctly in college
classrooms and whether
institutionalized racism still
exists.
The Ehrlich Award
is named for Thomas R.
Ehrlich, a higher education administrator, author,
lawyer and public servant
best known for stints as dean
of the Stanford Law School
and president of Indiana
University.

LEAH CARR / NEW MEDIA EDITOR

<PM6;.Q[IUIRWZKWV\ZQJ]\WZ\WOZW_QVOÅMTL[[]KPI[KWUX]\MZ[KQMVKMUI\PIVL[WKQIT[KQMVKM[

LEAH CARR / NEW MEDIA EDITOR

Only students from a select few majors are eligible for these scholarships.

Recovery
Continued from Page 1
endowment.
“The goal is to have it [be] self-sustaining,”
Eggers said.
<PMKW[\NWZ\PMÅZ[\aMIZQ[XZWRMK\ML\WJM
around $150,000, according to Eggers and in
Å^MaMIZ[¼\QUM·QN \PMXZWOZIUKWV\QV]M[\W
OZW_·\PMKW[\KW]TLZMIKP 
Money, however, should not be a concern of
the university, or of other students. Currently all
the money provided for the program is donor
based.
“The university, nor the state is paying for
this. It’s all going to be coming from donations,”
Eggers said.
Members of the foundation account, which

is where the money will come from, were very
excited when they heard of the prospect of this
program, Eggers said.
“I had more than one foundation member
come up to me after [the presentation] and say,
‘we want to be a part of this, we really think it’s
great,’” he said.
Eggers’ understanding is there will be a
completely separate account for the recovery
program.
Included in the funding is money for scholarships to help offset some of the cost for students
entering the program and no money from this
account will go to the general university fund.
“The average GPA of students in recovery
is higher than the average GPA of their university,” said Dan Pedersen, director of Residential
Life at SCSU, when introducing the program in
late March at a Student Government meeting.
A program of this sort gives these students
the best possibility of succeeding in a higher

education environment, he said.
“They need to learn how to be independent
and interdependent,” Pedersen said.
Many times, Eggers said, higher education environments are not easy for students in
recovery simply because of the environments on
college campuses.
<PMXZWOZIU_QTTKWV\QV]M\WJMÆ]QLIVL
Eggers said he isn’t quite sure what the day to
day will look like once the program begins.
He is certain, however, the recovery project will not be something to be taken lightly. It
_QTTJM[XMKQÅKITTaNWZ[\]LMV\[_PWPI^MOWVM
through treatment and have been sober for six
months before entering the program.
While the requirements for admission to the
program will continue to be stringent, Eggers
said those involved with the recovery project will
be very inviting of other students who want to
participate in the recovery process.

History
The University Chronicle
_I[NW]VLML;MX\!!
It is published weekly during
school semesters and online
weekly during summer sessions.
Schedule exceptions occur
L]ZQVOÅVITXMZQWL[IVL
academic breaks.
The newspaper is funded with
student activity fees through the
Student Finance Committee.

Distribution
The University Chronicle is
distributed on the campus of
St. Cloud State University
along with businesses in
the downtown St. Cloud
area. For a complete list
of distribution locations
email Molly at editor@
universitychronicle.net

Corrections

LEAH CARR / NEW MEDIA EDITOR

Students who are admitted to the recovery program will be living in Coborn Plaza Apartments.

The University Chronicle
prides itself on journalistic
integrity. We strive to
publish the most accurate
information, but we are
prone to human mistakes.
We will correct any errors
of fact or misspelled names
XZWUX\Ta+ITT  _Q\P
any corrections.

Opinions
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SPECIAL EDITION:

Feminism and Women’s Issues

Let’s end the war on women
Ashlee Moser
WOMEN’S CENTER EMPLOYEE
GUEST OPINION

I am a pro-choice feminist and yes,
I have a vagina.
Girl, is that a loaded sentence.
But why should it be? Is it so bad
to say that I support a woman’s right
to make decisions about her own
body? Is it bad to say that I support full equality between men and
women? And is it so bad to use the
anatomically correct term for my lady
parts?
Apparently, the answer is yes.
The current attacks on women’s
gains are outrageous, so much so that
they are being referred to as the War
on Women. Gloria Lau, CEO of the
YWCA, was quoted in Ms. Magazine
as saying, “war…involves lives that are
lost and people who are trying to survive.” Women who are being denied
access to safe and affordable health
care and protection against violence
by law have lives at risk of being lost.
Rights that are being attacked range
NZWUPMIT\PKIZMJMVMÅ\[\WZMXZWL]Ktive rights, to workplace equity, to the
Violence Against Women Act; but
these are only a few of the numerous
attacks on women.
Unfortunately, there are more:
The Man Panel-

Congressman Darrell Issa, a Republican from California convened a
panel to discuss birth control coverage
in which only men were allowed to
provide testimony.
Sandra Fluke Gets Called a
Prostitute and a Slut- Rush Limbaugh called Sandra Fluke a prostitute and a slut, on air, for supporting
birth control coverage for all women.
Forced Trans-Vaginal
UltrasoundsRepublican legislators proposed a bill
that would require women seeking
abortions to undergo an invasive,
medically-unnecessary vaginal probe
before their procedure.
Women in the Military Should
“Expect” to be RapedIn response to a 64% increase in reports of rape and sexual assault in the
military, Fox News Correspondent, Liz
Trotta, asked “What did they expect?”
Susan G. Komen Foundation
Defunds Planned ParenthoodThe Susan G. Komen Foundation
opted to cut funding from the largest
reproductive health provider due to
their new Vice President’s opposition
to merely 3% of their activities.
:IXM/M\[:MLMÅVML Republicans
IZM\ZaQVO\WZMLMÅVMZIXM#QV/MWZOQI
there is legislation to change the legal
term for “victim” to “accuser.”
Using the Word “Vagina” is Vile

and DisgustingMichigan Representative Lisa Brown
and her colleague Barb Byrum were
banned from speaking on the House
ÆWWZNWZ][QVO\PM_WZL¹^IOQVIºQVI
discussion on anti-choice legislation.
The Blunt AmendmentThis amendment would have allowed
employers to decide what kind of
health care coverage women could
get based upon their own moral or
religious convictions.
Belief that Birth Control is
Affordable and Accessible- Despite the fact that 1 in 3 women struggle to cover the cost of birth control,
Rick Santorum feels that there is no
barrier and that birth control should
not be covered by insurance.
Murder is Legal- In South Dakota,
a bill was proposed that would make it
legal to murder a doctor who provides
abortions.
In light of these attacks, it is easy
to feel hopeless. The good news is
that there are things we can all do to
make a difference! Spread the word,
[MVLTM\\MZ[\WMTMK\MLWNÅKQIT[IVL
most importantly, vote in the upcoming election. Depending on who
gets elected, our rights can either be
protected or taken away. So share this
information with your friends and be
sure to make informed voting decisions in November!

Don’t be fooled by false claims
at crisis pregnancy centers
Jane Olsen
WOMEN’S CENTER DIRECTOR
GUEST OPINION

)[ÅZM[PMI\IVL[\WZU[ZIOMQV
various parts of the country, so do local reproductive health issues impacting the lives and choices of women in
the St. Cloud area.
A recent meeting with our local
Crisis Pregnancy Center (CPCs), the
Pregnancy Resource Center (PRC), reinforced concerns about the accuracy
of their advertising and the information provided to women experiencing
crisis pregnancies.
One of my disagreements concerns the question of truth in their
advertising.
For example, their mission statement clearly articulates their focus as a

Christian-based organization dedicated to stopping all abortions, but their
introductory materials don’t include
either fact.
Instead of advertising their mission
statement on their store-front’s public
computer, the PRC displays the SCSU
homepage, giving an implied appearance that the organization is part of
the SCSU Welcome Center, which is
almost next door.
Another of many examples is
contained in one of their brochures
displayed in their brochure rack.
It expressly states that Emergency
Contraception—a double dose of
birth control designed to prevent
pregnancy after unprotected sex—is
an “abortion”.
<PQ[Q[VW\\Z]M)LLQ\QWVITÅKtional claims in their materials posted

for all to see include the claims that
abortion causes breast cancer and that
abortion causes debilitating psychological damage to women, referred to
as “post-abortion syndrome” by antichoice forces.
)OIQV\PM[MKTIQU[IZMÅK\QWVIT
repudiated by organizations such as
the National Cancer Institute and the
American Psychological Association.
Now that the Pregnancy Resource
Center has moved two blocks from
the SCSU campus, coupled with
the fact that they offer free testing
for certain types of STDs, it will be
more important than ever for students
to learn the whole story about the
[MZ^QKM[XPQTW[WXPaIVL[KQMV\QÅKITTa
inaccurate information of our local
Crisis Pregnancy Center.
Women’s well-being depends on it.

Joe Edmonds
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Women are people -except in advertising
Whether it be television, movies, magazines or
any other type of medium,
the owners of the industry
will always latch on to one
lasting fact: sex sells.
Why is this sexist? It’s
only a marketing strategy.
Advertisers have been
claiming that their product
is better and can last longer than the competitor’s
product since advertising
was invented. In a capitalist society advertisers
should be free to choose to
market any way they want.
While this is true, it
does not excuse the fact
that when you sell sex you
move away from selling
a car, and start moving
toward selling the girl lathered up on the hood.
One television commercial comes to mind
and is a shining example.
Several years ago there
was an advertisement from
Burger King that featured
Paris Hilton, the socialite and heiress that has
garnered media attention
from tabloids and cable
news networks alike. In it,
she is eating a Whopper
on the hood of a car. She
also happens to be half-naked and lathering herself
in soap.
So what is the goal of
this commercial?
It’s supposed to be selling the burger, but I feel
like a soap-saturated patty
all over the ground is a
little unappetizing.
They also sexualize
the food, which should be
odd to any person who
isn’t sexually attracted to a
grilled piece of meat.

Instead we are meant
to focus on Paris and, nice
as she may be, Burger
King was clearly selling
her, not the burger. In fact,
the burger itself was only
shown in one shot followed
by her grinding against the
car. The problem is not
that they are featuring her
in an advertisement, it is
that they are using her as
an object.
Sexism in the media
is not limited to the social
realm, though. Politics
have fallen into these
stereotypes just as corporations have. During the
2008 Presidential Election,
Sarah Palin was on the Republican ticket with running mate John McCain.
The way media groups
treated her during this
time was embarrassing.
Whether you agreed with
her policies or not, it was
hard not to have some
sympathy for her when she
is being attacked by many
simply for being a woman.
She appeared on many
lists in men’s magazines as
the “hottest candidate” or
“most tappable running
mate.”
She might not have
been the best option for
VP, but maybe if the
media treated her as a serious candidate she would
have been seen as a serious
candidate.
Even though corporations and politicians
continue to push sexism
on the masses, the people
these advertisements are
aimed at have the responsibility to not respond, or
better yet, lash out.

Fifty Shades of Disagreement
There’s so much
more to read!
Christian Gilman

Molly Willms

MANAGING EDITOR

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Bondage. Dominant. Submissive. Masochist. “Fifty
Shades”.
The “Fifty Shades” trilogy has been raved about as
“mommy porn,” anti-feminist literature and downright
degrading to women.
Before I read the books I heard only positive things
about it -- erotic things. While reading it I never viewed
the books as degrading, demeaning or as a portrayal of
women as objects, innocent and submissive.
While I can see how some may view this pornographic book in that way, I do not agree.
Ana Steele may be portrayed as innocent because
she is a virgin, while her friend and roommate Kate
is experienced and dominating. Steele is portrayed as
being submissive in the bedroom but stands her ground
throughout the trilogy to her dominating male counterpart, Christian Grey. While Kate does not take no for
an answer, she is a driven and powerful woman. Mia,
/ZMa¼[[Q[\MZQ[N]VIVLÆQZ\I\QW][
In the trilogy there is a personality almost anyone
can identify with. As a woman, I identify with Grey and
Kate the most.
Critics of the trilogy claim the sex is rape. This is
KWUXTM\MTaNIT[M:IXMQ[LMÅVMLI[\PM]VTI_N]TKWU-

...

Read the rest of the “Fifty Shades” discussion
Read additional guest opinion pieces
Comment on the points made here and online
Raise additional issues for discussion

by scanning the QR code above
or going to

universitychronicle.net
and clicking the “Opinions” tab!

The funny thing about “Fifty Shades” is that, as a
book, I have little issue with it.
It’s the hype surrounding it that pricks up my feminist ears.
My opinions on the book are mostly literary and can
be summed up in two letters: P. U.
But that’s old news, people aren’t reading the books
because they’re great literature.
.WZ\PM[ISMWN KTIZQÅKI\QWV¹.QN\a;PILM[ºQ[VW\
porn, mommy or otherwise. It is erotica, which is a type
of art that has existed in every culture on earth for thousands of years. If you’ve ever actually read the bible,
the book Song of Songs is another example.
Pornography is a fairly recent invention. Erotica is a
very old art.
Art is a pretty generous term for this book, but I
digress.
Taking another tack: if this is a mommy version of
porn, it’s pretty bad porn. I know mommies who do, in
fact, use porn, and it’s nothing like James’s book.
The majority of “Fifty Shades” is spent on whiny
)VI\ZaQVO\WÅO]ZMW]\I[[PWTM+PZQ[\QIV/ZMa¼[WLL
behavior.
It was no surprise to hear that this book began as

...
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Roxie is found ‘not guilty’ at the end of the play with
the help of Billy.

Billy feeds Roxie the answers at a media press conference.

‘Chicago’ is simply entertaining
Molly Willms
EDITOR

+MZ\IQVKI[\UMUJMZ[
OI^MQ\\PMQZITTJ]\NWZW\PMZ[
Q\_I[WVTa¹;WUMWN <PI\
2IbbºI\+]Z\IQV+ITT+WUU]VQ\a<PMI\MZ¼[XZWL]K\QWV
WN ¹+PQKIOWºI\8QWVMMZ8TIKM
WV.QN\P
¹+PQKIOWºQ[IU][QKITQV[XQZMLJa\PMZI[PWN _QNMWV
P][JIVLU]ZLMZ[QV+PQKIOW
QV\PM![:W`QM0IZ\OWM[
\WRIQTNWZU]ZLMZQVOPMZTW^MZ
J]\\ZQM[\W\ISMIL^IV\IOM
WN \PM[Q\]I\QWV\WTI]VKPPMZ
[PW_JQbKIZMMZ5MIV_PQTM
>MTUI3MTTaU]ZLMZ[PMZP][JIVLIVL[Q[\MZIVL][M[PMZ
NIUM\WPMZIL^IV\IOMWV\PM
QV[QLM*W\PJMVMÅ\NZWU\PM
PMTXWN +PQKIOW¼[\WXKZQUQVIT
TI_aMZ*QTTa.TaVV_PWPI[
VM^MZTW[\IKI[MNWZINMUITM
KTQMV\
<PMXZWL]K\QWV¼[OZMI\M[\
[\ZMVO\P_I[QV\PMTMILQVO

KI[\)[IZM^QM_MZ_PW\MVL[
\WXZMNMZ\PMKPWZ][aW]KIV
\ISMUa_WZLWV\PQ[WVM
<PM[M\_I[XMZNMK\QWV"ITT
QZWVJIZ[[\IQZKI[M[IVLZML
TQOP\QVO<PMXQ\[I\]XWVI
JITKWVaIVLXTIaMLIJTaIVL
_Q\P[XQZQ\\PZW]OPW]\
>MTUIJMOIVITQ\\TMWV\PM
KWTL[QLM_Q\PW]\\PM][]IT
JZQWIVLRMVM[IQ[Y]WQTW^MZ[
WN \PM[PW_PI^MKWUM\WM`XMK\0W_M^MZ\WUaLMTQOP\
\PQ[_I[I\MUXWZIZaKWVLQ\QWVIVL>MTUIXZW^ML\WJM
\PM[X]VSa[XQKaQZZM^MZMV\
TILa\PI\PMTX[LMÅVM\PM[PW_
<PMQZZMVLQ\QWVWN :W`QM
_I[IT[W[XW\WV"[PM_I[[IKKPIZQVIJZI[Q^MIVLW^MZITT
]VTQSMIJTM·IKPIZIK\MZUQ[[QVOQVITW\WN UW^QM^MZ[QWV[
WN U][QKIT[J]\Y]Q\MKWUUWV
WV[\IOM5QUQ5IZY]MbQV
:-6<IVaWVM'
<PMKPWZMWOZIXPa_I[
[QUXTMIVLZMXM\Q\Q^MIVL
\PMUIRWZQ\aWN \PMLIVKMZ[
QVKT]LQVO\PMTMIL[[MMUML

]V[]ZMWN \PMQZNWW\QVOIVL
\PMQZ[]XXWZ\QVOLIVKMZ[1\¼[
VW[MKZM\\PI\\PQ[ZM^QM_MZQ[
XQKSaIJW]\LIVKMJ]\_PMV
aW]¼ZMLWQVOI.W[[M1\PQVS
Q\¼[ZMI[WVIJTM\WM`XMK\\PM
LIVKQVOVW\\W\ISMIJIKS[MI\
NWZWVKM
<PMKW[\]UM[_MZMNIV\I[\QKM[XMKQITTa\PMXQMKM[_WZV
Ja\PMKPWZ][<PMUMV_WZM
ZM^MITQVO\QOP\JTIKS\IVS\WX[
^M[\[IVL\ZW][MZ[IVL\PM
_WUMV\MVLML\W_IZLKWZ[M\[
IVL[\WKSQVO[<PMMV[MUJTM[
TWWSMLXZWNM[[QWVITTaUILM
IVL_MZMMaMKI\KPQVO
*QTTa.TaVV\PM¹[QT^MZ
\WVO]MLXZQVKMWN \PMKW]Z\ZWWUº_I[IT[W_MTTKI[\0M
_I[[]I^MIVLLMJWVIQZWV\PM
[]ZNIKMJ]\XTIaML\PM[K]UJIOI\\WZVMaWVTaQV\MZM[\MLQV
UWVMa_MTT\WW
<PMZM_MZMINM_UMUJMZ[
WN \PMNMUITMMV[MUJTM_PW
_MZMMVMZOM\QKWV\QUMIVL
KWVÅLMV\J]\\PMa_MZM\PM
UQVWZQ\a<PMUITMMV[MUJTM

JWI[\ML\PMUW[\MVMZOaIVL
KWVÅLMVKM_PQKPITTJ]\UILM
]XNWZ\PMTIX[M[QV\MKPVQY]M
1\[MMU[\PMKI[\KW]TL
PI^MJMVMÅ\MLNZWUINM_
UWZM_MMS[WN ZMPMIZ[ITIVL
[WUMWN \PMMV[MUJTMKW]TL
PI^M][MLUWZMKTI[[QKIT\ZIQVQVO?I\KPQVO\PMÅVITV]UJMZ
_Q\P>MTUIIVL:W`QM_I[
LQ[\ZIK\QVO">MTUI_I[
XMZKMV\XZM[MV\KWVÅLMV\
[I]Ka_PQTM:W`QM_I[WVTa
OWQVO\PZW]OP\PMUW\QWV[
_Q\PI[UQTMWVPMZNIKM
.WZ\PM.W[[MNIV_PW¼[
VM^MZ[MMVPQULWVMTQ^MWZ
NWZ\PMVWZUITXMZ[WV_PW
Q[NIZTM[[XQKSa\PIV1OW[MM
\PQ[XZWL]K\QWVWN ¹+PQKIOWº
1\_I[KMZ\IQVTaN]VMVOIOQVO
IVL_WZ\P\ITSQVOIJW]\
0W_M^MZQN aW]¼ZMQV\PM
UWWL\W[MMLIVKQVOI\Q\[ÅVM[\WZILMILZQVOMZNWZ\PMPQ\
UW^QMWZ[\IOMU][QKITOQ^M
\PQ[WVMIUQ[[
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Velma was performing in a bar right after she
killed her sister and husband.

UPCOMING
EVENTS
Monday Night Jazz
at the Veranda Lounge
Monday, July 9 at 8:00
p.m.

‘Snow White and the Huntsman’ was entertaining and action-packed.
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‘Snow White’ loosely follows original
Lauren Willms
COPY DESK MANAGER

When I hear “Snow White”,
\PMÅZ[\\PQVO\PI\XWX[QV\WUa
PMILQ[\PM![?IT\,Q[VMaÅTU
_Q\P\PM_MISJMI]\QN]T;VW_
?PQ\MIVL\PMILWZIJTM[M^MV
L_IZN[I\PMZ[QLM
:]XMZ\;IVLMZ[¼[¹;VW_?PQ\M
IVL\PM0]V\[UIVº\WWSILQNNMZMV\^QM_WN \PM[\WZa
;VW_?PQ\MQ[I\ZW]JTMLOQZT
PMTLKIX\Q^MJaPMZ^IQVIVLIZZWOIV\[\MXUW\PMZ.IKML_Q\PJMQVO
U]ZLMZMLNWZPMZJMI\QVOPMIZ\
[PMÆMM[\W\PMLIZSNWZM[\_PMZM
[PMMVKW]V\MZ[OPW[\TaKZMI\]ZM[
IVLLIVOMZW][WJ[\IKTM[5MIV_PQTM\PMY]MMVPQZM[IP]V\[UIV
\WÅVL;VW_?PQ\MIVLSQTTPMZ
7VKM\PMP]V\[UIVZMITQbM[\PI\
PM_I[\WJMKPMI\MLJa\PMY]MMV
PMITWVO_Q\P[M^MV_WWL[a
L_IZN[PMTX[;VW_?PQ\MM[KIXM

?PQTM\PQ[[XQVWVIVWTLNIQZa
\ITM_I[IK\QWVXIKSML1NW]VL
Q\ITQ\\TMLZa1NMMT\PI\;IVLMZ[
KW]TLPI^MOWVMN]Z\PMZ_Q\P\PM
TW^M[\WZaIVLMI[MLJIKSWV\PM
JTWWLITQ\\TMJQ\5IaJM1¼UWTL
NI[PQWVMLJ]\NIQZa\ITM[][ML\W
JMIJW]\\Z]MTW^MIVLUQZIKTM[
VW\VMKM[[IZQTa_IZIVL^QWTMVKM
+PIZTQbM<PMZWVLQLINIJ]TW][RWJI[9]MMV:I^MVVI1PI^M
\WOQ^MPMZIVL;IVLMZ[KZMLQ\NWZ
\PI\;PM_I[IJTM\WUQ`R][\\PM
ZQOP\IUW]V\WN KZIbaIVL\MZZQJTM
_Q\PUa[\MZQW][IVLKITU<PM
ZWTM_I[_MTTIK\MLIVL<PMZWV
JZW]OP\ITW\WN KPIZIK\MZ\W\PM
ZM[\WN \PMÅTU
)[NWZ\PMP]V\[UIV\PMKI[\QVOKW]TLPI^MJMMVJM\\MZ,WV¼\
OM\UM_ZWVO1IUI[I\\ZIK\ML
\W<PWZI[\PMVM`\OITJ]\1NMMT
\PI\\PQ[ZWTM_I[ITQ\\TM_MISNWZ
0MU[_WZ\P0MQ[IÅVMIK\WZ
IVLOZMI\\WTWWSI\J]\1PIL
LQNÅK]T\a\ZaQVO\WÅO]ZMW]\QN PQ[
KPIZIK\MZ_I[;KW\\Q[PWZ*ZQ\Q[P

IVL1_W]TLTQSM\W[MMPQUQVI
VWVNIV\I[aZWTMNWZIKPIVOM0M
LQLIVWSIaRWJJ]\1NMMT\PI\\PM
KPIZIK\MZPMXTIaML_I[ITQ\\TM
_MIS0MXWZ\ZIaMLIV]VLaQVO
TW^MNWZPQ[TI\M_QNMI[_MTTI[
KWUMKWUQKZMTQMNJ]\1\PQVS\PI\
PM_I[KPMI\MLIJQ\WVI\Q\TMZWTM
<PM[M^MVL_IZN[_PWIZM
NMI\]ZMLJ]\VW\I\Q\TMXIZ\QV\PM
ÅTU_MZM^MZa_MTTXTIaMLIVL
XZW^QLMLKWUQKZMTQMN1M`XMK\ML
ITQ\\TMUWZMWN IK]\M[a[\WZa_Q\P
MIKPL_IZN PI^QVOIVIUMIVL
UI\KPQVOXMZ[WVITQ\aJ]\1_I[
IK\]ITTaXTMI[ML_Q\P\PMQLMI\PI\
\PML_IZN[_MZMIJTM\WPMTX;VW_
?PQ\MIVL\PMIK\WZ[_PWXTIaML
\PMU_MZMIJTM\WZM\IQV\PMQZ
LQOVQ\aQVXTIaQVOUMVVW\K]\M
TQ\\TML_IZN[
7VM\PQVO1LQLTQSMQ[\PI\
;VW_?PQ\MXTIaMLJa3ZQ[\MV
;\M_IZ\_I[U]KP[\ZWVOMZI[
I_WUIVQV\PMÅTU\PIVQV\PM
NIQZa\ITM?PQTM[PM[MMS[PMTX
NZWU\PMP]V\[UIV[PMQ[IJTM

\WTMILIVMV\QZMIZUaIVL[\I\M[
\PI\[PM_W]TLVM^MZOQ^M]XWV
\PM\W_V[XMWXTM[WTLQMZ[IVL\PM
ZM[\QV^WT^ML1_IV\\WOWWV\PM
ZMKWZL[IaQVO\PI\1[\QTTKIV¼\[\IVL
3ZQ[\MV;\M_IZ\J]\1UQVLMLPMZ
ITQ\\TMTM[[QV\PQ[UW^QMXZWJIJTa
JMKI][M[PMPIL^MZaNM_TQVM[
<PMTQVM[;\M_IZ\LQLPI^M_MZM
[XWSMVQVI*ZQ\Q[PIKKMV\1U][\
[Ia\PI\1IUQUXZM[[ML_Q\PPMZ
IJQTQ\a\WZM\IQV\PMIKKMV\0W_M^MZ[PMKW]TL][MQUXZW^MUMV\
WVPMZIK\QVO;\M_IZ\[MMU[\WJM
\aXMKI[\QV[WKQITTaI_S_IZLZWTM[
IVL1KW]TLV¼\PMTXJ]\[MM\PI\QV
PMZIK\QVOQV\PQ[ZWTMI[_MTT*]\
PMaI\TMI[\[PMQ[JZIVKPQVOW]\
IJQ\
7^MZITT1OQ^M\PQ[ÅTU
W]\WN [\IZ[1\_I[MV\MZ\IQVQVO
IVLPIL[WUMQV\MZM[\QVO\_Q[\[
J]\LQLV¼\LWU]KPNWZUMI[IV
I]LQMVKMUMUJMZ_PMVQ\KWUM[
\WIUW^QVO[\WZaIVLUMUWZIJTM
KPIZIK\MZ[

Janie Fricke & the Roys
at the Paramount Theatre
Tuesday, July 10 at 1:30
p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Johnny Holm Band
performs at Lake George
for Summertime by George,
Wednesday, July 11 at
4:00 p.m.

Breakfast Club: Before the
Five Rings -- presentation
at Stearns History Museum
Wednesday, July 11 at
9:00 a.m.
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Can-Am Police-Fire game participants cycle through downtown St. Cloud. Riders battled to stay cool all morning long.

Athletes from around the world gather for games
Mark Schrom
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR

During the week of June 24 to July 1, St. Cloud played
host to the Can-Am Police-Fire Games. The bi-annual event
has been held in various locations all over the country since
the games’ origin in 1977 at the Washington State Police &
.QZMÅOP\MZ7TaUXQK[
<PMOIUM[IZMQV\MVLMLNWZXWTQKMÅZMÅOP\MZ[MUMZOMVcy medical services, and spouses of personnel to showcase
\PMQZI\PTM\QKIJQTQ\aIVL[SQTT_Q\PQV\PMQZÅMTLL]ZQVO\PM
course of over 50 events throughout the week.
.MI\]ZMLM^MV\[QVKT]LML\PM\W]OPM[\ÅZMÅOP\MZITQ^M
the toughest competitor alive, cycling, swimming, lifting,
darts, foosball, basketball and many others.
Competitors are separated by age groups within either
Å^MWZ\MVaMIZQVKZMUMV\[LMXMVLQVOWV\PMM^MV\7XMV
group is for competitors under the age of 30. Senior group
is for ages 32-39. Master group is for ages 40-49. Grand
Master A is for ages 50-59 and Grand Master B is for people
who are above the age of 60.
An impressive and exciting opening ceremony at Husky
Stadium included a SWAT demonstration, and police dogs
lining the sidelines of the stadium and the lighting of the
torch signifying the start of the Can-Am games.
“We are so honored tonight to have the Can-Am Games
in St. Cloud,” said Mayor Dave Kleis, addressing the crowd
during the opening ceremony.

Monday the 25th kicked off the games which included
\PM\W]OPM[\ÅZMÅOP\MZITQ^MKWUXM\Q\QWV
“They do so much for us, I just wanted to come and
support everyone involved,” said Pat Volak, a spectator who
KIUMW]\\W[]XXWZ\\PMÅZMÅOP\MZ[IVLKPMMZ\PMUWVI[
they competed in the event.
<PM\W]OPM[\ÅZMÅOP\MZITQ^MKWUXM\Q\QWVPIL!KWUpetitors from around the area, including competitors from
Milwaukee and Canada.
The event was divided into four parts: hose, obstacle,
weight, and climbing.
Josh Peterson of the Rochester Fire Department had
the overall best time of all the age groups coming out of the
senior division.
During the toughest competitor alive competition, 11
participants ran, swam, climbed rope, lifted weights and
navigated an obstacle course in order to earn a medal and
the label of toughest competitor alive for their town and
station.
David Holland, an investigator from the St. Cloud Police
Department, brought home a medal in the event.
Holland claimed that his game plan was to do more
pull-ups than other competitors.
Spectators gathered with signs and t-shirts in support of
their loved ones.
“I don’t care about the competition, it is all about showing your appreciation for all of these people and what they
LWM^MZaLIaº[IQL4WOIV*MIZL[TMMIZM\QZMLÅZMÅOP\MZ
from Iowa who came to support the competitors.

7V\PMTI[\LIaWN \PM+IV)UOIUM[KWUXM\Q\WZ[
geared up for the cycling competition. Hundreds of riders
went as fast as 40 miles per hour on closed streets with bales
of hay in high risk crash areas to prevent injury.
Riders gathered at 8:00 a.m. for the start of the event to
avoid the sweltering heat.
The race was broken down into three separate categories: road race, time trials, and criterium.
Criterium racing is different from road racing in that
criterium races are held on a much smaller track and racers
are judged on how many laps they accumulate in a certain
amount of time rather than the fastest time.
?PQTMKaKTQVO\W]OPM[\KWUXM\Q\WZIVL\W]OPM[\ÅZMÅOP\MZITQ^MKWUXM\Q\QWV[I_\PMUW[\I\\MV\QWVL]ZQVO\PM
competition, there were plenty of other events that pushed
athletes to their limits.
Canine competitions, SWAT challenges, sharpshooting,
and swimming brought out the best of the Can-Am games
competitors.
“I feel so privileged to be able to experience these games.
I doubt I’ll ever get to see them again, just glad to show my
support,” Volak said.
The next games are scheduled for 2014 in York County,
Pennsylvania.

Minnesota Wild hit the jackpot signing Parise, Suter
Mark Schrom

SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR

The Minnesota Wild celebrated Independence Day with some of their own
ÅZM_WZS[Ja[QOVQVONWZ_IZLBIKP8IZQ[M
and defenseman Ryan Suter.
¹?-/7<»-5 º\PM?QTLIVVW]VKML
on their Twitter account on July 4. The
announcement is easily the biggest in the
history of the young franchise and now gives
the Minnesota Wild the two top free agents
on the market.
The Wild signed Parise and Suter both
to 13-year $98 million deals. Parise, a Minnesota native, is leaving the New Jersey
Devils to return home while Suter is leaving
the Nashville Predators to join forces with
Parise and the rest of the Wild.
Parise claims to have recruited his good
friend Suter to come play in the land of
10,000 lakes. “We kept in touch throughout
this whole thing and we decided that we
\PW]OP\NWZJW\PWN ][\PI\\PMJM[\Å\_W]TL
be Minnesota,” Parise said in a conference
KITTIN\MZ\PM\ZILM_I[UILMWNÅKQIT¹?M¼ZM
excited that it worked out and we get a
chance to play with each other.”
With the nickname “the state of hockey”
and home to the hockey hall of fame, it is
Å\\QVO\PI\5QVVM[W\I_QTTÅVITTaPI^MI
team able to compete for the playoffs on a
consistent basis.
With Parise, Suter, Cal Clutterbuck,
Matt Cullen, Dany Heatley, Mikko Koivu,
Devin Setoguchi, and Pierre Marc-Bouchard, the Wild have a steady range of players
to be consistent on both offense and defense.
Suter, who also has connections to Minnesota through his wife, thought the move
to Minnesota just made the most sense. “It
came down to where I felt my family would
like to live,” Suter said in a conference call
following the trade.
The Wild got off to a great start last
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Ryan Suter (left) celebrates with Zach Parise (right) during the 2010 Olympics.
season, rising to be the best team in the
the team’s surprise run to the Stanley Cup
NHL at one point in time. However, injuries ÅVIT[_PQKPMVLMLQVI[Q`OIUM[MZQM[TW[[
added up and Minnesota slipped with a
to the Los Angeles Kings.
\MZZQJTM [\ZM\KPIVLÅVQ[PML\PQV
Drafted 17th overall by New Jersey in
the Western Conference missing the playoffs 2003, the 27-year-old has 194 goals and 216
again.
assists in 503 career games.
The Wild haven’t had a good run in the
Suter was the top defenseman availplayoffs since losing in the Western Conferable. He spent all seven of his NHL seasons
ence Finals in 2006.
with Nashville after being selected with the
Parise was the best forward available in
seventh pick in the 2003 draft. The All-Star
free agency. He scored 31 goals and had 69
defenseman had career highs in points last
XWQV\[TI[\[MI[WVQVPQ[ÅZ[\aMIZI[\PM,M^- year, with seven goals and 39 assists.
ils’ captain. He also had 15 points in helping
With Minnesota’s history of losing

star players to big markets in all sporting
franchises such as New York and Boston, the
signing of Suter and Parise came as a shock
t0 the rest of the country. Minnesota has
never been considered a big sports market.
1\[MMU[Å\\QVO\PI\PWKSMaKW]TLJM5QVVM[W\I¼[ÅZ[\
“This is a great day in the history of the
Minnesota Wild,” Chuck Fletcher, general
manager of Minnesota Wild said in a conference call after the trade was announced.
The Wild are now a favorite to win the
division and make a run at the Stanley cup.

